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We suggest an N = 1 Lagrangian flowing in the infra-red to the N = 2 rank one superconformal
field theory with E6 flavor symmetry. We utilize this description to compute several supersymmetric
partition functions.
Introduction: The exploration of the landscape of su-
persymmetric quantum field theories in four dimensions
inevitably leads us to consider strongly coupled isolated
theories i.e. interacting theories with no conformal man-
ifold. In the case of N = 1 supersymmetry, such isolated
theories can have an interpretation as the infra-red fixed
point of renormalization group flow. Naturally, this is
due to a multitude of relevant deformations admitted by
the N = 1 supersymmetric Lagrangians. Theories with
N = 2 supersymmetric Lagrangians on the other hand,
do not admit any N = 2 relevant superpotential defor-
mations except for the mass terms. This has givenN = 2
isolated theories a somewhat mysterious status of being
non-Lagrangian. In this note, we point out a way around
this obstacle by discussing an N = 1 RG flow whose
supersymmetry is enhanced to N = 2 at the fixed point.
Our strategy is to look for special points on the confor-
mal manifold of an N = 2 theory, where the symmetry
commuting with the N = 1 supersymmetry is enhanced.
Although the RG flow obtained by gauging that symme-
try with an N = 1 vector multiplet may not always end
up in an N = 2 isolated theory, we argue that it does
happen at least in certain cases.
In this note we discuss an N = 1 Lagrangian descrip-
tion for the N = 2 superconformal theory with E6 flavor
symmetry [1]. The inspiration for our construction is the
structure of the exact expression for the superconformal
index of this theory which can be obtained using, a pri-
ori, mathematical acrobatics [2]. The Lagrangian we will
derive, although having certain shortcomings, will be il-
lustrated to be quite useful for performing a variety of
explicit computations.
Argyres-Seiberg duality: Let us start by discussing
the basics of the Argyres-Seiberg duality [3] which is es-
sential for our construction. On side A of the duality
we have SU(3) N = 2 SQCD with Nf = 6 fundamental
hypermultiplet flavors. On side B of the duality we have
the N = 2 Minahan-Nemeschansky E6 SCFT [1], with
an SU(2)g subgroup of the E6 flavor symmetry gauged
with an addition of a single hypermultiplet, (QB, Q˜B), in
the fundamental representation of the gauge group. The
global symmetry of side A is U(6) which we choose to
decompose into SU(3)a × SU(3)b × U(1)s × U(1)y. The
charges of all the fields are given in the first part of Ta-
ble I. On side B the symmetries are identified as follows.
The E6 symmetry has an SU(3)a × SU(3)b × SU(3)c
maximal subgroup. We gauge an SU(2)g subgroup of
SU(3)c ⊇ (SU(2)g × U(1)y)/Z2. The (QB, Q˜B) hyper-
multiplet is in fundamental representation of SU(2)g and
the half-hypers are rotated by U(1)s. The two descrip-
tions are conformal and have a single exactly marginal
coupling with the relation,
τB =
1
1− τA
, τ =
θ
π
+
8πi
g2
. (1)
In particular the strongly-coupled cusp on side A, τA = 1,
is mapped to zero coupling of the SU(2)g gauge group on
side B. We also note that the N = 2 supersymmetry in
four dimensions has SU(2)R × U(1)r R-symmetry with
the hypermultiplets being doublets of SU(2)R and having
no charge under U(1)r, and the adjoint chiral in the N =
2 vector being singlet of SU(2)R but having U(1)r charge
−1.
Deformation of side B: Let us now consider a defor-
mation of side B of the duality. This theory has a super-
potential dictated by N = 2 supersymmetry involving
the term,
W = QBΦBQ˜B +ΦBµˆ , (2)
with ΦB being the adjoint chiral in the SU(2)g vector
multiplet and µˆ being the moment map operator in the
E6 SCFT for SU(2)g symmetry. We consider a deforma-
tion which removes the first term from the superpoten-
tial. The supersymmetry is broken to N = 1. Note how-
ever that the only symmetry broken by the deformation
is the non-abelian part of SU(2)R R-symmetry. All the
abelian generators are preserved. In particular we can
define the symmetry U(1)t generated by R
3 + r which is
a flavor, non-R-symmetry, of the deformed theory. The
R-symmetry of the remaining N = 1 supersymmetry can
be taken to be −2r and we will denote it as U(1)rˆ.
An interesting fact about the deformed theory is that
the U(1)s symmetry rotating the half-hypermultiplets en-
hances to SU(2)s. The SU(2) enhancement was bro-
ken in the N = 2 theory by the superpotential term we
now removed. Note that the deformation we introduce
is classically marginal and quantum mechanically has to
2be marginal and/or marginally irrelevant [4], meaning
that it flows back to the conformal manifold. The only
point on the conformal manifold with U(1)s enhanced to
SU(2)s is the free point for the SU(2)g gauge theory and
that would be the expected IR fixed point of our defor-
mation. We will soon come to discuss the deformation
on side A of the duality.
Gauging SU(2)s/“un-gauging” SU(2)g: We can
consider an N = 1 gauging of the SU(2)s symmetry of
the deformed theory. (Note that even at the free point
gauging SU(2)s is not consistent with N = 2 supersym-
metry.) We choose to gauge this symmetry after adding
two chiral fields in the fundamental representation of
SU(2)s. We will denote the components with ±1 charge
under the Cartan U(1)s as q
1,2 and q˜1,2 The symmetry
rotating q1,2 (q˜1,2) will be denoted SU(2)w. The SU(2)s
N = 1 gauge theory thus obtained has Nf = 2 with the
four fundamental chirals given by (q1,2, q˜1,2), QB, and
Q˜B. The flavor symmetry of this part of the theory is
classically SU(4) ⊇ SU(2)g×SU(2)w×U(1)t. Quantum
mechanically this SU(4) symmetry is broken to Sp(4) [5].
The breaking occurs because of the quantum constraint,
PfM = Λ4 , (3)
where Λ is the dynamical scale and M is the antisym-
metric matrix of the mesons/baryons built from the
quarks ((q1,2, q˜1,2), QB, Q˜B). In all vacua the gauge
group SU(2)s is Higgsed because some component of M
gets a non zero vacuum expectation value (vev). There
are vacua on the moduli space where mesonic operators
obtaining a vev are also charged under SU(2)g and thus
the symmetry SU(4) ⊇ SU(2)g×SU(2)w×U(1)t is bro-
ken to a diagonal SU(2), which by abuse of notation we
will also denote as SU(2)w, and the U(1)t remains. The
SU(2)g gauge symmetry in such vacua is thus also Hig-
gsed. At the level of the supersymmetric index the above
translates into a neat observation that the index of SU(2)
Nf = 2 theory behaves as a delta-function implementing
the breaking of SU(4) to Sp(4) [6] which gives a physical
meaning to the Spridonov-Warnaar inversion formula [7]
used to obtain the index of E6 SCFT in [2].
The theory in the IR consists of two baryonic opera-
tors, BT = ǫ·q1q˜2 and BT ′ = ǫ·QBQ˜B (where ǫ contracts
the SU(2)g indices) coupled to ΦB and the E6 SCFT
through a superpotential. We can remove these fields by
adding new chiral fields µ, T and T ′ with a a quadratic
superpotential,
µΦB + TBT + T
′BT ′ . (4)
We conclude that the procedure of deforming theory B,
gauging the SU(2)s enhanced symmetry, and adding ap-
propriate singlet fields and superpotential terms gives us
the E6 SCFT by itself. Note that in the construction
many symmetries are not manifest. The N = 1 super-
symmetry is expected to enhance to N = 2 in the IR and
the flavor symmetry SU(2)× SU(6) to enhance to E6.
Deformation and gauging on side A: Let us dis-
cuss now the procedure in the Lagrangian duality frame.
Since the two duality frames are exactly equivalent (this
is a conformal duality), we should be able to retrace all
our steps on side A of the duality. First, the superpo-
tential deformation we introduce, −QBΦBQ˜B, breaks no
(N = 2) flavor symmetries and the natural candidate on
side A for it to map to is −C(τA)QiAΦAQ˜
i
A with C(τA)
a proper normalization factor. In fact the normalization
factor C(τA) is plausibly infinite as the following argu-
ment suggests. Note that as we discussed above theory
B after deformation will flow to the zero coupling locus
of the conformal manifold. That point in theory A corre-
sponds to infinite gauge coupling (1) . The enhancement
of U(1)s to SU(2)s should occur in the limit of infinite
coupling of superpotential of theory A. In that limit we
can gauge SU(2)s symmetry and straightforwardly re-
peat all the steps performed on side B.
This procedure provides us with a Lagrangian descrip-
tion of the E6 SCFT. The Lagrangian is not conformal,
does not have the manifest non abelian structure of the
flavor symmetry, has only N = 1 supersymmetry, and
only makes sense in the limit of one of the superpotential
couplings taken to infinity.
To summarize, the Lagrangian we propose is the SU(3)
N = 2 SQCD with Nf = 6 with the superpotential de-
formed to the SU(2)s enhanced point and the SU(2)s
symmetry subsequently gauged with an addition of two
fundamental chiral fields and three singlet chirals. The
charges of the fields are summarized in Table I and one
should include any superpotential term consistent with
those.
a-maximization: Since the Lagrangian we have
obtained hinges on U(1)s symmetry being enhanced to
SU(2)s for a fine-tuned value of the superpotential cou-
pling, which moreover is infinite, one can wonder how
useful it is. Nevertheless, there are quite a few compu-
tations which can be performed relying only on symme-
tries, matter content, and gauge interactions of the La-
grangian. As a simple example we can use the Lagrangian
to compute the a and c anomalies of the E6 SCFT utiliz-
ing a-maximization [8]. The only abelian symmetry we
have which can be admixed to the R-symmetry is U(1)t
and thus parametrizing the IR R-charge as rIR = rˆ+S t,
we obtain that using the matter content and the gauge
interactions detailed in Table I the trial atrial(S) and
ctrial(S) anomalies are given by,
atrial(S) = −
3
32
(3S3 + 27S2 − 88S + 44) , (5)
ctrial(S) = −
1
32
(9S3 + 81S2 − 242S + 88) .
The trial a-anomaly is maximized for S = 43 which gives
us,
aIR =
41
24
, cIR =
13
6
. (6)
3TABLE I. The field content of the Lagrangian description of the E6 SCFT. We denote the charges under U(1)s with the
enhancement to SU(2)s not manifest in this description. The upper part of the table is the SU(3) SCFT. The middle part has
the chirals added when gauging SU(2)s and the bottom part has the gauge singlet fields.
Field SU(3) U(1)s SU(3)a SU(3)b U(1)rˆ U(1)t U(1)y SU(2)w
ΦA 8 0 1 1 2 −1 0 1
Q1A 3
1
3
3 1 0 1
2
−1 1
Q˜1A 3¯ −
1
3
3¯ 1 0 1
2
1 1
Q2A 3¯ −
1
3
1 3 0 1
2
−1 1
Q˜2A 3
1
3
1 3¯ 0 1
2
1 1
q 1 1 1 1 0 − 1
2
0 2
q˜ 1 −1 1 1 0 − 1
2
0 2
T 1 0 1 1 2 1 0 1
T ′ 1 0 1 1 2 −1 0 1
µ 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 3
These are the correct anomalies of the E6 SCFT.
Partition functions: Another natural check of the
Lagrangian would involve the computation of the super-
symmetric index, and that check was in fact performed
in [2] though not given the physical meaning we advocate
in this note. In addition to the index there are other par-
tition functions one can straightforwardly compute given
a Lagrangian. These include the lens space index [9]
and the S2 × T2 [10] partitions functions. These parti-
tion functions capture also information about non-local
objects which are not counted by the supersymmetric in-
dex.
Let us discuss here a particular case of the lens space
index, S3/Zr × S1 partition function, i.e. the limit of
infinite r when it becomes the supersymmetric index of
the dimensionally reduced theory. The E6 SCFT reduced
to three dimensions has a mirror Lagrangian description
as a quiver theory [11]. We can compute supersymmet-
ric partition functions in the mirror frame and compare
them to the computation performed in our Lagrangian
reduced to three dimensions. The equality of S3 parti-
tion functions is guaranteed by the fact that the correct
index in four dimensions, S3 × S1 partition function, is
produced by the Lagrangian. However the three dimen-
sional index, the S2 × S1 partition function, will be an
independent check. The N = 4 index in three dimen-
sions is given by,
I = Tr(−1)F qj+
1
2
(RH+RC)tRH−RC , (7)
where we use notations of [12]. Taking the matter con-
tent of the dimensionally reduced theory and the map of
the R-charges (RH , RC) = (R,−r), we can compute the
index of the dimensionally reduced theory without any
S
2 fluxes for global symmetries to be,
I = 1 + 78q
1
2 t− (1 + 78)q+ 2430qt2 + · · · . (8)
The spectrum falls into E6 irreps and is consistent with
the index computed in the mirror description. Comput-
ing the index is absolutely standard but one should be
careful with two points. First, the contour of integration
for SU(2)s has to separate sequences of poles converg-
ing to zero and infinity in the SU(2)s fugacity coming
from q and q˜ [2]. Second, one has to be careful with
global properties of the gauge and flavor groups. For
example, SU(3)c ⊇ (SU(2)w × U(1)r)/Z2 and the Z2
implies that SU(2)w and U(1)r fluxes can be simultane-
ously half-integer. Similarly, since U(1)s charges of the
SU(3) gauge theory are fractional, taking (half-) integer
fluxes for SU(2)s which are not multiples of three, the
fluxes for SU(3) take values in an appropriately shifted
lattice.
A simple version of the index is the Coulomb limit [12],
taking t, q → 0 while keeping the ratio q
1
2
t
= x
fixed. In this limit the dependence on fugacities un-
der which Higgs branch operators are charged drops out
but the dependence on the fluxes remains. Given that
the index in the Coulomb limit of the SU(3) SYM is
IC(ma1 ,m
a
2 ,m
b
1,m
b
2,m
s,my) (where ms are the S2 fluxes
for global symmetries), gauging the SU(2)s symmetry
and adding the fields in Table I it can be shown that the
Coulomb index of the E6 SCFT is,
IE6C (m
a
1 ,m
a
2 ,m
b
1,m
b
2,m
w = ms,my) = x|m
s| × (9)
((1 + x)IC(;m
s; )− xIC(; |m
s| − 1; )− IC(; |m
s|+ 1; )) .
4This expression has to be invariant under the Weyl sym-
metry of E6 and one can check that indeed it is. Some
details of this computation are provided in accompanying
Mathematica notebook.
Next we consider the N = 1 supersymmetric S2 × T2
index [10]. Here one works in a background with an R-
symmetry gauge field with unit flux on the S2, and in
order for the fields to live in well-defined bundles, one
must pick an R-symmetry under which they have integer
charges [13]. Our choice of U(1)rˆ satisfies this property.
In particular, this R-symmetry preserves all the flavor
symmetry of the N = 2 theory, and so we can check that
the index of the above Lagrangian theory demonstrates
the expected E6 property. The S
2 × T2 index is a func-
tion of the complex structure of the torus, q = e2piiτ , as
well as holonomies for flat background gauge fields on
the torus coupled to each flavor symmetry, which are or-
ganized into a complex fugacity, z = e2pii(A1+τA2). For
the Lagrangian described above, the relevant fugacities
are t for the U(1)t and αa, a = 1, ..., 6, for the flavor
symmetry which we expect to enhance to E6. The in-
dex admits a double series expansion in q and t, and we
can observe that the dependence on αa at each order or-
ganizes into E6 representations. The computation here
is again mostly straightforward, with similar subtleties
as in the three dimensional index discussion. In the at-
tached Mathematica notebook we provide with the full
expression of this index and here we present the result
for the first few terms in the expansion,
IS2×T2 = t
11/2(1 + t 78 + t2 2430 + t3 43758+ · · · )
+ q t11/2(1 + 78 + t(1 + 2 78 + 2430 + 2925) +
t2(78 + 2 2430 + 2925 + 43758 + 105600) + · · · )
+ q2 t11/2(3 + 2 78 + 650 + 2430 + · · · ) + · · · .
(10)
An interesting feature is that the q → 0 limit of this
index coincides, up to an overall factor, with the Hall-
Littlewood limit of the superconformal index of the E6
SCFT [14]. Thus the S2 × T2 index of N = 2 theories
with our choice of R-symmetry appears to be an elliptic
generalization of the Hall-Littlewood index/Higgs branch
Hilbert series.
Generalizations: The derivation of a Lagrangian
for the E6 SCFT suggested here is based on giving up
the manifest N = 2 supersymmetry and manipulating
enhanced symmetry of special points of the parameter
space. We can apply the same procedure to an infinite
sequence of N = 2 SCFTs. Take class S AN−1 theory
corresponding to sphere with two maximal and N − 1
minimal punctures. This theory has two dual descrip-
tions, one as a Lagrangian linear quiver and second as
the TN SCFT coupled to superconformal tail terminat-
ing with SU(2) gauge group [15]. We can apply our
procedure to “un-gauge” this SU(2) which transforms
two minimal punctures into an SU(2) × U(1) L-shaped
puncture. Turning on then a general vev on the bary-
onic branch one removes the N − 3 remaining minimal
punctures ending with a sphere with two maximal and
one L-shaped puncture, which is a non-trivial SCFT. Our
procedure can be thought of as providing a Lagrangian
for these models, using which, e.g., the supersymmetric
partition functions can be computed.
It would be very interesting to generalize this type
of construction to other SCFTs in the N = 2 theory
space [15]. Although the Lagrangian we obtain requires
singular superpotentials we have illustrated that it is still
very useful to obtain non-trivial results about the E6
SCFT. It would be extremely interesting to perform fur-
ther checks of our proposal as well as extract new infor-
mation about these strongly coupled field theories.
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